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HARE : LIEW CHEE HEE 

SCRIBE BY:NINJA SHAN  
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Run No: 3855  

Date:2/10/2017  

Hare:Liew Chee Hee  

Place: Cheras Hatamas 

 
Since 1700hrs all the runners started to gather for the weekly Mother Hash run. 

Anticipating a long run I saw some hashers decided to apply ointments to their 
legs. Our On Sec as usual was seen advising cars owners to park their cars not 

to block the important van “Golden Nectar Van” Ramly. 
 
Sharp 1800hrs On Sec called for the run to start and proceeded towards the 

road towards Tmn Saga.,after passing some houses on the right side the paper  
led towards the foothill of Cheras Hatamas to the high tension poles. Upon 

reaching the high tension there was the check # 1. We can see some Hashers 
already moving their own towards the right side proceeding to the higher pylon. 

Paper actually started along the pylon on the left side and climbing higher than 
swerved towards the right into the woods. After some zig zaging, we started to 

climb and climb and climb and till we reach the almost Level 6 the 2nd check was 
called. It took some time to solve that check but from far we could hear someone 

shouted on on at the level 6 area. 
 
The run took us towards the waterfall area. The cunning Hare and his co hares 

decided to lengthen the run by doing a long circular check, all the way down hill 
and started back up to the Saga hill top again. 

 
Check was found going down towards Tmn Saga about 150 meters away. The trail 

went along Tmn Saga passing the best low cost apartments with a fantastic view 

of the Klang Valley to an open area just excavated where the last check was 
located. Check was found further down on the road of the housing area. We 

thought it was home but alas we have another pylons for the up and down hill 
run home. The trails was steep and slippery with the loose gravels making 

descending treacherous. 
 
We were home and was told that the first runner in clocked 1hour forty two 

minutes. Escaping the fine of 3 slabs of beers. 
 

The circle was conducted by On Sec by calling the Hare and his co hares and 
was on down. The guests were called and given our traditional way as usual. Tony 

Maido strumming his guitar and entertaining the crowd. Beers was flowing with 
some Stouts was also consumed equally. 

 



 

The On On was shown by the Hare to go to the nearby restaurant and was 
announced FOC. Big Hand to the Hare for the Extra beers and also good food. 

 
 
 

Looks Like Me, Sound like me but I 
am called Alister 



 

 


